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AI is being increasingly used to aid response efforts to humanitarian emergencies at multiple levels of decision-making. Such AI
systems are generally considered as stand-alone for decision support, with ethical assessments, guidelines and frameworks applied to
them through this lens. However, as the prevalence of AI increases in this domain, such systems will interact through information
flow networks created by interacting decision-making entities, leading to often ill-understood multi-AI complex systems. In this paper
we describe how these multi-AI systems can arise, even in relatively simple real-world humanitarian response scenarios, and lead to
potentially emergent and erratic erroneous behavior. We discuss how we can better work towards more trustworthy multi-AI systems
by exploring some of their associated challenges and opportunities, and how we can design better mechanisms to understand and
assess such systems. This paper is designed to be a first exposition on this topic in the field of humanitarian response, raising awareness,
exploring the possible landscape of this domain, and providing a starting point for future work within the wider community.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Humanitarian emergencies are growing in number and scale, and in many cases interact with each other, adding to an
increased level of complexity. AI decision support systems and automated decision-making technologies are increasingly
being used in the humanitarian sector to address the many pressing challenges of responding to disaster situations,
including: early warning and preparedness systems; assessment and monitoring capacities; service delivery and support;
and operational and organizational efficiency [16]. Many of these efforts are in their nascent stages, however, there
is a growing number that are becoming operational and acting as decision support, or decision-making systems in
real-world situations.

Deployed AI systems are being used at multiple levels of humanitarian decision-making, from HQ level to field
operatives. However their use cases are generally considered as discrete/singular. For example, HQ organizations may
provide maps generated using AI systems [11, 14], response teams may use NLP tools to collect feedback from affected
populations to inform operational responses [7], and near and long term future scenarios may be forecasted using AI
systems for resource mobilization and contingency planning [6, 12]. (For more examples see the following survey [9].)
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There is also a large movement focused on forecast-based financing which uses forecasting methods to inform funding
of crisis prevention, mitigation, and response efforts [8].

With a growing number of entities using AI systems to inform certain components of their response efforts, it
is natural that these systems begin interacting with each other, while traceability of their inter-dependencies are
not always recognised or addressed by design. In addition, these systems are often not isolated from the broader
environment of AI systems beyond the humanitarian space. There are a multitude of other AI systems which externally
impact the work of humanitarian organizations - e.g. social media algorithms which curate content and may effect
analyses of social media trends and sentiments, or maps produced by external entities [13, 15].

There are numerous works highlighting the risks and potential harms associated with using AI systems in this sector.
These include: questions of biases and fairness which can oppress minority voices; accountability of systems and the
lack of legal frameworks; challenges surrounding transparency and human oversight; a lack of expertise in the proper
and appropriate deployment and use of AI; data privacy and protection concerns; and the meaningful participation of
affected communities in every stage of the AI lifecycle, as well as their ownership over such systems [1, 4, 16, 17]. In
an attempt to address some of these concerns, there has been a drive to draft AI ethical guidelines, frameworks, and
training materials at the international [20], national, and sector specific levels. These principles generally approach the
problem of the ethical use of ‘AI systems’ singularly, rather than pluralistically - i.e. again assuming such AI systems
interact with their environment, but not explicitly considering an environment which may include other AI systems
[10].

The field of multi-agent reinforcement learning (RL) has taken important steps in understanding the technical
and theoretical behaviour of certain multi-AI systems 1. Studies commonly focus on the deployment of multiple
reinforcement learning models in a closed environment (‘games’) to monitor their interactions as they perform certain
tasks, optimising for various objectives. Traditionally, RL agents have competed against each other in such games, with
recent advances in setups where performance in the competition can be clearly defined (i.e. the game is transitive),
as well as in the more challenging context of zero-sum games [3, 21]. There are also many examples in which agents
are not intended to be competing. Cooperative AI is an important consideration in areas such as self-driving cars in
which AI agents should work together and any negative competition could be dangerous (see [5] for a range of open
questions, challenges and opportunities around building cooperative AI systems).

In the real world, however, outside these closed game setups, there are erratic behaviours and social dilemmas
at multiple scales which AI models interacting with these environments must accommodate. Methods, such as that
proposed by Baker [2], have begun to try to address this challenge through the training of agents with randomised
uncertain social preferences, updating the rewards of RL agents with uncertainty to mimic complex mixed-motive
environments. Further work is still needed to take this into a real-world setting for stress testing.

The example of multi-agent RL is a simplified version of reality for simulating and understanding different behavioural
patterns. In this paper, we discuss the broader context of AI systems which may or may not take the form of RL agents,
and in which humans also play important roles in decision-making chains and interactions. In the field of humanitarian
response, there are a large number of actors, with mixed, numerous, and often hard to quantify objectives for which to

1Indeed, multi-AI systems such as those discussed in this paper are occasionally referred to as ‘multi-agent’ systems in which an ‘agent’ can have the form
of any general AI system. ‘Agents’ in some literature can also refer to humans or AI systems interchangeably. In this paper, we use the phrase ‘multi-AI’
for the avoidance of doubt as we are referring to AI systems in general, which may or may not have RL components and may have humans-in-the-loop.
Further, we also include humans in the information flow networks and feedback cycles referred to in this paper; however, we make explicit reference to
them when we do so.
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Fig. 1. Example of a simple information flow network in a humanitarian response. Purple nodes represent AI-only systems, orange
nodes represent human-only decision-makers, while blue nodes represent entities or groups which consist of both humans and AI
systems together. The arrows represent information flow following the same color scheme.

optimise, working at multiple different scales. These systems and actors may work more slowly than RL agents in a
sandbox environment, however, still react very rapidly by human decision-making standards.

As we continue to operationally deploy AI systems, themselves complex systems, in complex humanitarian envi-
ronments - which contain other AI systems - such systems become intertwined and interact, creating second-order
effects which need to be explored and understood. This concept mirrors the higher-order complexity seen in multiple
interacting crises - e.g. when a conflict, food crisis or pandemic interact with each other. These multi-AI complex systems
can generate new sets of emergent behavior which will not be encompassed by only considering AI systems singularly,
and therefore requires new considerations vis-a-vis their impacts, risks and harms, ethics and overall assessments.
There is much we can learn from the technical literature in the multi-agent RL, and other spaces, as we will discuss
below. However, multidisciplinary approaches are necessary, and need to be developed quickly, in this rapidly evolving
multi-AI humanitarian landscape.

2 EXAMPLE OF AI SYSTEMS EMBEDDED INTO A HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE PIPELINE

A key starting point for understanding multi-AI systems and ensuring their behavior is understood and controlled is to
piece interactions apart by considering such systems as information networks where decision-making nodes can be
human, machine, or a combination of both.

It is instructive to start with an example of what such a system might look like given current real-world setups.
In Figure 1 we see an example of a simple information flow network in a realistic humanitarian response scenario.
When a crisis occurs, such as a flood which affects a large population, it is common for satellite imagery to be used to
assess the extent of the flood and/or damage. The image is usually provided by an external provider - through fully
automated interactions - some of whom use AI models to process their imagery. This is passed to a human image
analyzer who uses AI to rapidly and automatically detect where the flood has occurred. This information is passed to
another team who uses it as an input to an AI model for identifying the most affected population, and planning a route
to their location, for emergency response. We assume the response team is given the route plan to get to the affected
population, but they also get the underlying map which is fed into the route planning model from the image analyzer.
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At various stages, feedback may be given based on the results. The affected population might give feedback to the
response team telling them they’ve gone to the wrong place or that there are better ways to get to a given area. The
response team might pass this information back to the route planners; however, if they consider it an error in the map,
which they also have access to, they might give feedback to the image analyzer. The route planning team might see
errors in the map, based on the feedback from the response team, and provide this feedback back to the image analyzer
too. We regard it unlikely in this scenario that the image analyzer would provide feedback directly to the external image
provider.

It is important to understand both kinds of information flows. AI derived information can be erroneous and can cause
the multitude of challenges, risks and associated harms generally elicited through existing AI system risk assessments
and enumeration in ethical frameworks. The use of such information flowing into other systems which then make use
of this can compound these effects.

The feedback cycles can also be erroneous and can perpetuate or induce later incorrect results, as such feedback
is often used to keep the models in check and can be used to update them (if appropriate ethical frameworks and
guidelines are acted upon). However, while the process of model validation and updating based on feedback can be
rigorous and systematic at the level of the individual AI system, the process of how, and to whom, that entity provides
feedback becomes complex when there are multiple interacting systems. In the example discussed above, the response
team may incorrectly deduce that the map has errors, rather than the output of the route planning model, based on
their own experience or feedback from the population, and therefore initiate a correction to the image analyzer’s model
which results in feeding incorrect information back into the analyzer’s model rather than the route planner’s model.
This in turn leads to the image analysis model performance decreasing, which affects the route planning model input
and in turn provides the response team with worse information. Taking this one step further, the response team may
then find another error but this time report it to the route planning team, when the error was actually due to the map.

By playing out this relatively simple scenario, we can see that while each stage of the process is singularly correct -
each model has passed ethical risk assessments and has validation and update procedures in place based on feedback -
the broader multi-AI system may quickly descend into a state of emergent erratic behavior with models becoming tuned
to incorrect data due to an ill-understood landscape of information flow and feedback cycles. Note that this scenario
can play out even under the assumption that each individual node which is using an AI system believes their input
data to be reliable unless observed directly otherwise. Indeed, such behavior is not the only challenge to handle and
understand, more of which will be discussed below.

3 TOWARDS TRUSTWORTHY MULTI-AI SYSTEMS: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

These multi-AI systems can present a range of new challenges, risks and associated harms, as well as opportunities
for better understanding complex humanitarian situations more holistically, rather than compartmentally. From the
discussion above, it is clear that one risk is that such systems become trained on erroneous data - thought to be
reliable - which can result in providing incorrect information to decision-makers during crisis situations and have
significant harmful repercussions. Further, these complex interactions also have the potential to significantly enhance
the effects of outliers. It is commonly known that AI systems can perform erratically on input data which is in the
region of low or no statistics in the training domain; however, the training domain for the system as a whole can now
be considered as a complex distribution over many interacting training domains. This can have negative impacts on the
inherent uncertainties of the multi-AI system and therefore, if not understood and communicated properly, can result
in ill-informed/over-confident decisions being made.
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More broadly, by not understanding the complex interactions of these systems, efforts to include community
participation in the design and deployment of AI systems becomes increasingly difficult. Indeed, the ability to ensure
affected populations have meaningful ownership of AI systems presents further challenges as inputs to any end-user
focused system may be unknowingly altered through these interactions.

As mentioned above, multi-AI systems present key challenges to existing AI ethical principles, frameworks and
guidelines. Decisions lack traceability unless the one/two-way interactions between systems, and feedback loops with
participants, are understood, and this can have repercussions with regards to accountability and responsibility of
decision-making, as well as the ability to have oversight over AI systems. For example, in the scenario laid out above,
while the route planning team may be theoretically accountable for the decision of which route to direct the response
team along, when responding rapidly in crisis situations, the route planning team may be able to legitimately claim that
they were acting on information which was correct to the best of their knowledge as the full multi-AI system had not
been understood.

Finally, while there are significant challenges, risks and harms which can be associated with such multi-AI systems,
especially when they are ill-understood, there is still great potential for their use. Humanitarian situations, along with
many other real-world scenarios in which AI systems can and will be used, are growing in their complexity and such
multi-AI systems may be able to help explain and interact with a broader collection of crises to understand them more
holistically.

4 DISCUSSION AND NEXT STEPS

Multi-AI systems can be thought of as a complex interacting network of interconnected complex systems. These systems
are being increasingly used in many domains, including in humanitarian response, but their behaviours are often not
understood in their entirety. However, if safely and successfully deployed, multi-AI systems have the ability to help
answer new questions, better understand much of the increasing complexity of our world and provide new solutions to
operational challenges.

To understand these higher-order complex systems we need a shift in the modalities of thinking and operating as a
community, which includes understanding a broad and evolving spectrum of system interactions at different scales.
We need to expand the traditional assumptions of data generation and transformation, considering how information
is shared and where it is coming from, as well as how feedback cycles are created, either formally or informally. In
settings such as humanitarian emergencies there are many sets of actors linked through multiple pathways, rather
than acting as linear systems, which need to be understood in order for them to function effectively. To address these
challenges, we propose several areas of future research.

First, from a methodological perspective, a continuation of the development of frameworks for building and testing
multi-AI systems, as well as for understanding emergent behaviours of such systems is an essential underpinning.
Working closely with fields such as the multi-agent RL community will be essential to bringing these theoretical works
into critical real-world domains.

When embarking on projects, mapping the network of information flows to understand the broader multi-AI system
environment is key. The development of stress tests for these systems as a whole, involving all the entities in the
network who are providing inputs to relevant subsystems, can then help understand possible erroneous and emergent
behavior which can be mitigated before harm is caused.

Secondly, a greater degree of cross-pollination of these technical communities with legal, ethics, and humanitarian
response experts is needed to create ethical and human rights frameworks appropriate for multi-AI systems. A systematic
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mapping exercise to understand the potential gaps in existing ethical principles and guidelines in the context of multi-AI
systems can be supported with technical exercises to both quantify such principles and guidelines and measure when
certain criteria are met at the individual AI system level, and then fail to be met at the multi-AI system scale - i.e.
questions such as: ‘Under which conditions a multi-AI system is unsafe even if the individual subsystems are safe?’
and ‘Is a multi-AI system interpretable when every AI subsystem is interpretable?’. The multi-agent systems and AI
communities have been exploring some of these concepts, and continuing to broaden the scope of this work into the
field of AI safety, fairness, and others is essential for ensuring both a theoretical and practical understanding of such
behaviours.

Similarly, risk and harms assessments which are currently used to evaluate and mitigate risks of AI systems in
humanitarian context - both before and during project implementations - should be adapted to work with multiple
scales of complexity of the multi-AI systems. One could draw a parallelism with how risks and harms assessments have
been adapted to include not only individual privacy assessments but also group privacy assessments - as protecting
individual privacy does not necessarily mean protecting a particular ethnic group or vulnerable population [18, 19].

Third, from an operational and practical perspective, methods for communicating these concepts to project managers
and decision-makers in the humanitarian field are needed to socialise the challenges and risks associated with multi-AI
systems. Mapping detailed examples of multi-AI systems is also foundational. While we have presented a specific case
study of a multi-AI system in a humanitarian context, there are many other such examples in humanitarian response.
For example, aid based on cash transfer mechanisms might use, in addition to multiple human steps, a number of
populations estimation methods - some based on indirect measures provided by AI models - AI models for disaster
impact assessments, and biometric systems for beneficiary identification. In addition, a multi-AI system for emergency
communications around mis- and dis-information could be composed of human analysts, communication officers and
AI subsystems for data collection, language models with biases for certain languages, and AI driven alert detectors.
Detailed examples will help build operational guidelines, as well as capacity building exercises, and communities of
practice could also support the sharing of knowledge and information around this topic within the context of emergency
response.

Finally, more broadly, as amultidisciplinary community, greater collaboration is needed to understand the complexities
and associated risks and harms, of multi-AI systems, both within the humanitarian domain and beyond. There is a
wealth of other fields and literature to be drawn on - including: complex systems, multi-agent modelling, systems
engineering, and reinforcement learning - which can be adapted to humanitarian contexts.

As AI continues to be rapidly and widely deployed in the humanitarian domain and beyond, these present and
emerging challenges will continue to grow and develop. It is therefore vital that we act before multi-AI systems are
deployed without proper design and testing and become sufficiently embedded that harm is created and future harms
become challenging to prevent.

5 DISCLAIMER

The authors alone are responsible for the views expressed in this article and they do not necessarily represent the views,
decisions or policies of the institutions with which they are affiliated including the United Nations.
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